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ABSTRACT

Backscattering interferometry (BSI) has been used to
successfully monitor molecular interactions without
labeling and with high sensitivity. These properties
suggest that this approach might be useful for detect-
ing biomarkers of infection. In this report, we identify
interactions and characteristics of nucleic acid
probes that maximize BSI signal upon binding the re-
spiratory syncytial virus nucleocapsid gene RNA bio-
marker. The number of base pairs formed upon the
addition of oligonucleotide probes to a solution con-
taining the viral RNA target correlated with the BSI
signal magnitude. Using RNA folding software
mfold, we found that the predicted number of
unpaired nucleotides in the targeted regions of the
RNA sequence generally correlated with BSI sensitiv-
ity. We also demonstrated that locked nucleic acid
(LNA) probes improved sensitivity approxi-
mately 4-fold compared to DNA probes of the same
sequence. We attribute this enhancement in BSI per-
formance to the increased A-form character of the
LNA:RNA hybrid. A limit of detection of 624 pM, cor-
responding to �105 target molecules, was achieved
using nine distinct �23-mer DNA probes complemen-
tary to regions distributed along the RNA target. Our
results indicate that BSI has promise as an effective
tool for sensitive RNA detection and provides a road
map for further improving detection limits.

INTRODUCTION

The expression of single-stranded RNA is an essential part
of the life cycle of human pathogens. RNA is found in

great abundance during critical stages of infection. Some
virus infections produce 103–104 detectable RNAmolecules
per virion (1,2). Additionally, a high degree of pathogen-
specificity can be found in sequences of expressed RNA.
Pathogen species and strains can be identified based solely
on the detection of RNA sequences as short as 16 nt (3,4).
Because of their abundance and species-specificity, RNA
biomarkers are especially useful for pathogen detection
and diagnosis of illnesses that result from pathogen infec-
tion. We have developed an interferometric method for
RNA detection that is based on specific interactions with
unlabeled oligonucleotide probes in solution.
Many methods have been developed to detect RNA

biomarkers. Reverse transcription followed by polymerase
chain reaction (RT-PCR) is a common technique used to
quantify RNA. Because of its sensitivity, it has become the
gold standard for RNA detection. PCR-based methods,
however, typically require purification, denaturation, and
time consuming amplification and labeling. Fluorescence-
based methods, such as microarrays or molecular beacons,
are also commonly used for detecting RNA targets using
oligonucleotide probes (5), yet they often lack the sensi-
tivity needed for diagnostic applications. Other nucleic
acid probe-based methods developed for RNA detection
include the biobarcode-assay (6), cantilever array sensors
(7) and surface plasmon resonance (SPR) (8). These
methods require complex probe synthesis procedures,
nucleic acid labeling or immobilization, or specialized
instrumentation and are deficient in terms of speed, sensi-
tivity, convenience and/or cost. There is, therefore, a need
for methods that are simple, rapid and sensitive for RNA
detection. Backscattering interferometry (BSI) is a tech-
nology that circumvents the limitations of other detection
methods as it has a simple instrumental design, does not
require molecular labeling or amplification, and can be
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performed in solution using microliter volumes in complex
matrices.
BSI has been used to successfully monitor binding inter-

actions of a variety of biological molecules with high sen-
sitivity (9–15). The design of this unique interferometer is
very simple. A He–Ne laser is used to illuminate a semi-
circular microfluidic channel containing <1 ml of analyte,
creating a set of high contrast interference fringes of re-
flected and refracted light (Figure 1A). When a specific
binding event occurs, the refractive index (RI) of the
solution in the channel changes, causing these fringes to
shift in a manner that is proportional to the concentration
of the analyte (Figure 1B–C). Though BSI has been used
to quantify protein biomarkers via antibody–antigen
interactions (10), the work presented here represents the
first report of its use for detecting and quantifying RNA
biomarkers.
Nucleic acid probes of various lengths and chemical

compositions can be designed to complement any
sequence of a target nucleic acid; therefore, the design
space of nucleic acid probes is extremely large compared
to other types of probes, such as antibody-antigen or even
aptamer–ligand interactions, which require specific and
constrained tertiary structures for target recognition.
Additionally, commercial synthesis of oligonucleotides
is widely available and is able to produce virtually any
sequence of natural or chemically modified nucleotides.
Compared to other biomolecular probes (e.g. antibodies),
nucleic acids also have relatively modest chemical com-
plexity and are uniformly charged. These properties
reduce variations in RI that may result from the inter-
actions of the probes with the solvent, making them
ideal probes for biomarker detection using BSI.
Furthermore, nucleic acids are not ‘sticky’ like proteins,
reducing artificial signals from non-specific interactions,
such as binding to the channel wall.

An important property of BSI in the context of bio-
marker detection is its large dynamic range. The optical
properties of the interferometer are such that the fringes
continue to shift (i.e. produce a signal) as long as a change
in RI occurs and that the RI of the fluid differs from that
of the microfluidic chip. Consequently, the dynamic range
of BSI can be expanded as long as there are analytes avail-
able to bind and change the RI. BSI sensitivity can there-
fore be dramatically enhanced without reaching signal
saturation. This property is in contrast to detection
assays that are dependent on light intensity, in which pho-
tometers can become saturated with extreme amplification
methodologies. Oligonucleotide probes that are designed
to produce the maximum change in RI upon binding
the RNA target will, therefore, provide maximum BSI
signal and optimize sensitivity. In this report, we have
investigated the utility of BSI for label-free detection of
a specific viral RNA biomarker sequence in solution. We
focus on the respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) nucleocap-
sid (N) gene RNA, a biomarker with which our
laboratories have had considerable experience (1,16,17).
A systematic evaluation of a subset of oligonucleotide
probe design parameters was conducted to determine
interactions and characteristics of nucleic acid probes
that enhance the sensitivity of BSI for detecting this
RNA biomarker.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparation of the synthetic RNA targets

The RNA target used in these studies is a synthetic
�1300 nt positive-sense RNA molecule of the RSV
strain A2 N gene. The RNA was prepared as previously
described (1). Briefly, a pGBKT7 vector containing the
RSV N gene insert was amplified in Escherichia coli
strain DH5a, purified using a Qiagen Plasmid Midi Kit,
linearized with the BssHII restriction enzyme, reverse
transcribed using the Ambion T7MEGAscript transcrip-
tion kit, and treated with DNase I. The integrity and
length of the RNA product was confirmed using
denaturing agarose gel electrophoresis. Aliquots of the
RNA were stored at a concentration of �80 nM in
Tris-EDTA buffer at �80�C until they were used. The
RNA mismatch targets used in these studies were com-
mercially synthesized at a 50 nmole scale and desalted
by Sigma-Aldrich. The sequences of the full-length RNA
target and the mismatch targets used in these studies are
provided in Supplementary Figure S1.

Synthesis of the oligonucleotide probes

The DNA oligonucleotide probes used in these studies
were commercially synthesized at a 200 nmole scale by
Sigma-Aldrich and purified using reverse phase cartridge
purification. Locked nucleic acid (LNA) oligonucleotide
probes were synthesized at a 250 nmole scale by Exiqon
and purified with high performance liquid chromatog-
raphy. Each lyophilized oligonucleotide was resuspended
to a concentration of �100 mM in molecular grade water
(Fisher) and stored at �20�C until they were used. The
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Figure 1. Depiction of the optical train and mechanism of signal gener-
ation for RNA detection using BSI. (A) Schematic of BSI optical train.
(B) Digital representation of interference fringes. (C) Representation of
signal generation as DNA probes bind complementary RNA targets.
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sequence of each oligonucleotide probe used in these
studies is provided in Supplementary Table S1.

Backscattering interferometry

Details of the BSI instrumental configuration have been
described in detail previously (9). In brief, a 5 mW helium
neon laser (l=635nm) is directed onto a borosilicate
glass microfluidic chip etched with a near-semicircular
channel that is about 210 mm wide and 100 mm deep. The
coherent, collimated light source reflects and refracts
within the channel, creating a fringe pattern that is
detected with a linear CCD array. The fringes shift spa-
tially with respect to the RI of the solution, and the
position of a select group of fringes is analysed with an
in-house LabView-based fast Fourier transform analysis
program (18).

Unless otherwise noted, all assays were performed in an
end-point format where a fixed concentration of probe
(100 nM) was incubated with increasing concentrations
(0–36.5 nM) of target RNA in Tris-buffered saline.
Samples were mixed with a pipette and incubated at
room temperature for 2.5 h to ensure that the binding
equilibrium was reached. One microliter of each sample
was sequentially injected into the microfluidic channel and
the signal was recorded for 30 s. To correct for bulk RI
changes, a series of blank measurements were taken from
samples containing increasing concentrations of RNA
target in the absence of probe. These values were then
subtracted from the sample signal. The RI shift,
measured in radians, was then plotted against the concen-
tration of the target to produce a binding response curve.
The slope of the binding response curve, in radians (rad)
per nanomolar, was used as a measure of sensitivity. The
lower limit of detection (LOD) was calculated using the
following equation:

LOD=3� � / slope,
where � is the average of three standard deviation meas-

urements at each RNA target concentration tested and the
slope is the best-fit trendline of the linear range of the
binding curve (y=ax+b).

Quantification of net nucleic acid hybridization

The relative amount of nucleic acid hybridization was
quantified using a SYBR Green assay. Samples were
prepared in triplicate with 1 nM of the synthetic RSV N
gene RNA, 10 nM of the probe or probes, and a 1:9000
dilution of SYBR Green I (Life Technologies). Samples
for the blank measurements were prepared in triplicate
without RNA or without the DNA probes. For the
LNA:RNA and DNA:RNA hybridization comparison,
samples were prepared in triplicate using 60 nM LNA or
DNA, 20 nM RNA complement of the same length, and a
1:9000 dilution of SYBR Green I (Life Technologies). A
standard curve of double-stranded DNA of the same
sequence and length was used to approximate the
percent hybridization in the LNA:RNA and DNA:RNA
samples. Prior to the addition of SYBR Green I, each
sample was heated to 90�C for 5 min and cooled slowly
to room temperature over the course of 1 h. Fluorescence
measurements were recorded using a BioTek Synergy H4

Hybrid 96-well plate reader using an excitation wave-
length of 497 nm and a detection wavelength of 520 nm.
The values were normalized by subtracting signal of the
samples from the background signal generated in the
RNA-alone or the DNA-alone blank samples.

Preparation of and evaluation of surrogate nasal
wash samples

HEp-2 cell lysates were prepared in a manner previously
described (1). Briefly, cells were cultured to a confluent
monolayer in a cell culture flask, harvested and resus-
pended in a cell lysis/RNA preservation solution
(4M guanidinium thiocyanate, 25mM sodium citrate
[pH 7.0] 0.5% N-laurosylsarcosine [Sarkosyl], 0.1M
2-mercaptoethanol), and stored at �80�C. The surrogate
nasal wash samples were prepared by diluting the cell lys-
ates into phosphate buffered saline at 1� 105, 5� 104,
1� 104 and 0 cells/ml concentrations and spiking each
with the synthetic �1300 nt RSV N gene RNA biomarker
at a final concentration of �16 nM.
For evaluation of the RNA target in the surrogate nasal

wash samples using BSI, the samples were split into two
halves. One half of each sample was used for total RNA
extraction, and the other half was left unextracted. Total
RNA extraction was performed using a self-contained
continuous tubing extraction cassette as previously
described (1). Briefly, each sample was added to an
RNA binding solution containing silica-coated magnetic
beads. The beads were mixed with the sample for 5 min
and then drawn through a series of RNA extraction solu-
tions. Total RNA was eluted into water, and quantifica-
tion of the synthetic �1300 nt RSV N gene RNA
biomarker was performed using BSI. To validate the
BSI results, quantitative reverse-transcription polymerase
chain reaction (qRT-PCR) was performed on the same
sample set. Each sample was extracted and evaluated in
triplicate for BSI and qRT-PCR determinations.
qRT-PCR was performed as described previously (1).

RNA folding analysis

The folding state of the synthetic RSV N gene RNA was
predicted using the RNA Folding Form of the mfold
software package available online (http://mfold.rna.
albany.edu/?q=mfold/RNA-Folding-Form). The full-
length sequence of the target (1331 nt, sequence available
in Supplementary Figure S1) was used as the input, and
the default settings were used. The five structures pre-
dicted to have the lowest energy were used to identify
the folding state at the probe binding sequences. The
number of consecutive unpaired bases for each of these
sequences were averaged from the five predicted structures
and plotted against the slope of the linear range of the BSI
response curve. The five lowest energy mfold RNA folding
structures are provided in Supplementary Figure S2.

Nucleic acid secondary structure determination

Circular dichroism (CD) spectra were collected using an
Aviv CD spectrometer model 215 (Aviv Biomedical, Inc.).
To compare the LNA:RNA, DNA:RNA and DNA:DNA
hybrids, solutions were prepared in 40 ml volumes
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containing 30 mM of DNA, RNA and/or LNA strands in
Tris-buffered saline. Prior to collecting CD spectra, each
sample was heated to 90�C for 5 min and cooled slowly to
room temperature over the course of 1 h. For the A-form
to B-form transition study, a solution of 80% 2,2,2-
Trifluoroethanol (TFE) containing 385 mM Tris-HCl,
38.5 EDTA, 5mM NaCl and 12 mM of each DNA
strand was prepared. Prior to adding the TFE, the
solution was heated to 90�C for 5 min and cooled slowly
to room temperature over the course of 1 h. TFE was
added stepwise accompanied by immediate mixing to
avoid DNA precipitation while transitioning to A-form
DNA. The concentration of TFE was diluted to 77.5,
75, 72.5 and 70% to by adding the appropriate volumes
of a solution containing 385 mM Tris-HCl, 38.5 EDTA,
5mM NaCl and 12 mM of each DNA strand. At each
TFE concentration, 60 ml of the sample was removed
and CD and BSI measurements were immediately per-
formed. Blank measurements were collected from solu-
tions prepared at each TFE concentration and
containing 385 mM Tris–HCl, 38.5 EDTA and 5mM
NaCl, with no DNA. All CD spectra were collected
from 320 nm to 200 nm wavelengths at 25.0�C in a
1.0mm pathlength quartz cuvette using a 0.5 nm wave-
length step, a 1.0 nm bandwidth, and a 1 s averaging
time. Spectra were averaged from at least three separate
scans, smoothed and normalized using CD-215 software
version 2.90 provided by the manufacturer.

RESULTS

Enhanced BSI sensitivity using 22-mer probes

The design space of oligonucleotide probes targeting the
�1300 nt RSV N gene RNA biomarker sequence is ex-
tremely large. Oligonucleotides of virtually any length
and sequence complementary to the target could be
used, and a variety of chemically modified nucleotides
could be substituted for natural nucleotides. Because an
exhaustive study of all the potential probe designs is not
feasible, we conducted a systematic evaluation of a subset
of oligonucleotide probe design parameters. The first
probe investigated was RSVN(242–263), a 22-mer DNA
probe with a sequence chosen based on previous success as
a primer for PCR studies aimed at amplifying RSV N gene
cDNA. BSI measurements using the RSVN(242–263)
22-mer probe produced a linear response proportional
to the concentration of the RSV N gene RNA with a
LOD of 3.73 nM target RNA (Figure 2A and Table 1).
As a negative control, a scrambled sequence of the same
22-mer was evaluated under the same conditions and
yielded negligible signal. Postulating that probe length
would impact BSI signal, probes RSVN(242–256),
RSVN(242–285) and RSVN(242-329) were tested, which
are 15, 44 and 88 nt in length, respectively, and start from
the same position in the target RNA as the 22-mer probe.
Each of these probe lengths resulted in slightly less signal
and poorer detection limits than the 22-mer probe. To
relate the BSI signal to a net increase in base pairs, the
relative hybridization of these probes to the RNA target
was determined using a SYBR Green assay (Figure 2B).

The signal generated from the intercalation of SYBR
Green dye in the 15-mer, 44-mer and 88-mer probe:target
hybrids was slightly greater than that of the 22-mer
probe:target hybrid. Interestingly, we discovered that by
dividing the 88-mer probe into four contiguous 22-mer
probes, the slope of the BSI response was significantly
increased, resulting in a LOD of 2.04 nM target RNA,
or �4.1� 105 molecules. This enhancement in sensitivity
was reflected by the increase in the net hybridization of the
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Figure 2. Comparison of the BSI binding response and net hybridiza-
tion upon adding the 15-mer, 22-mer, 44-mer, 88-mer or four consecu-
tive 22-mer DNA probes to the RNA target. (A) The probe length that
produces optimal BSI signal is 22 nt. Four short 22-mer DNA probes
have improved signal over one 88-mer spanning the same target
sequence. A scrambled negative control sequence produced negligible
signal. (B) Net hybridization of the four consecutive 22-mers is signifi-
cantly greater than any of the four probe lengths.

Table 1. Summary of the slopes of the binding curves and limits of

detection for each probe combination tested

Probe Slope (�10�5) LOD (nM)

RSVN(242–263) 44 3.73
RSVN(242–256) 30 26.7
RSVN(242–285) 33 5.16
RSVN(242-–329) 27 8.96
Four consecutive DNA probes 77 2.04
Four distributed DNA probes 250 2.54
Nine distributed DNA probes 627 0.624
RSVN(264–285) 246 5.78
RSVN(286–307) 25 68.4
RSVN(308–329) 359 4.52
RSVN(1070–1091) 84 15.0
RSVN(800–821) 52 35.6
RSVN(755–774) 27 146
RSVN(242–263)L 175 2.15
Four distributed LNA probes 349 1.05
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four consecutive 22-mers compared to the 15-mer, 22-mer,
44-mer and 88-mer probes (Figure 2 and Table 1). These
results indicate that of the probes tested, the optimal
length is 22 nt for BSI detection and that the BSI signal
can be enhanced using multiple probes of that length.

Enhanced BSI sensitivity using multiple distributed probes

Next we investigated the influence on assay sensitivity of
distributing the probes along the �1300 nt RNA target
sequence. Because the four consecutive probes were
designed to bind contiguous sequences of the target
RNA, it was hypothesized that the conformation of the
target RNA secondary structure prevented the probes
from fully hybridizing and that distributed sequences
would improve signal. By distributing the four probes
along the length of the target RNA, the slope of response
was improved more than 3-fold over the four contiguous
sequences (Figure 3A and Table 1). Furthermore, increas-
ing the total number of probes to nine further improved
sensitivity, providing a LOD of 624 pM, or 1.5� 105 mol-
ecules target RNA. Accordingly, studies evaluating the net
hybridization of the single probe versus the four and nine
probe combinations revealed increased hybridization with
the increased number of probes (Figure 3C), further
validating that BSI signal is at least partially the result of
a net change in hybridization.

To further demonstrate that the increased signal from
the nine-probe cocktail was a result of an increase in the
number of available binding sites, as opposed to the effect
of having a higher concentration of probes present, a sat-
uration binding isotherm was constructed for both the
single probe and the nine-probe cocktail. For this assay,
the concentration of the target RNA was held constant
while the probe concentration was varied from
0–100 nM. The signal at saturation (Bmax) for the single
probe was 0.087 radians, whereas the signal for the nine
distributed probes was 0.25 radians, a 2.9-fold overall
increase in signal (Figure 4). This result indicates that
the sensitivity improvement observed in the nine-probe
system is the result of an increased number of available
binding sites; therefore, a greater number of binding
events can occur before target saturation is reached.
This may not be surprising as BSI signal magnitude is
directly related to the number of binding events (9).

These data are consistent with these previous observations
and indicate that the greatest BSI sensitivity over a large
dynamic range is achieved by maximizing the number of
available target RNA binding sites.

Target specificity is maintained in RNA samples extracted
from complex matrices

To evaluate the specificity of BSI using the 22-mer
RSVN(242–263) DNA probe, six 22-mer RNA targets
containing 0, 1, 3, 5, 7 and 10 mismatched nucleotides
distributed throughout the sequence were tested in an
end-point assay format (Figure 5A). With an increasing
number of mismatched nucleotides in the target sequence,
BSI signal dropped off significantly, resulting in essentially
no signal using the RNA target containing 10 mismatched
bases in the sequence. The signal produced using the RNA
target sequences containing 1 and 3 mismatches was stat-
istically equal to that of the 0 mismatch target (P=0.5
and 0.14, respectively). The signal from the targets
containing 5, 7 and 10 mismatches was statistically differ-
ent from the 0 mismatch control (P< 0.05).
To examine the specificity of BSI in samples containing

a high background non-target molecules, we tested BSI
for detecting the synthetic �1300 nt RNA target spiked
into surrogate nasal wash samples containing increasing
background concentrations of HEP-2 cell lysate
(Figure 5B). In extracted samples (i.e. samples of total
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RNA isolated from the cell lysate background), the signal
produced was consistent despite the increase in the total
background RNA extracted from the samples. Notably,
cycle threshold values of qRT-PCR analysis of the ex-
tracted RNA samples correlated strongly with the fringe
shift values of BSI (Figure 5C), suggesting that the quan-
titative potential of BSI for extracted RNA biomarkers at
this concentration is equivalent to qRT-PCR. In
unextracted samples (i.e. samples of RNA spiked into
cell lysate background), BSI signal diminished with
increasing cell lysate concentration, resulting in no distin-
guishable signal in the highest concentration of cell lysate
evaluated (Figure 5B). Taken together, these data suggest
that BSI detection of RNA is tolerant of some mismatched
nucleotides in the target sequence, yet specificity is
retained in total RNA extracts from complex cell lysate
samples.

RNA target folding affects BSI binding signal

During the process of testing a variety of oligonucleotide
probe sequences, we observed that probes of similar length
(i.e. 20–22 nt) and nucleotide content, but composed
of different nucleotide sequences, yielded significantly
disparate BSI binding responses. Because BSI sensitivity
is produced in part by changes in conformation (8), we
surmised that the probes were not only interacting at the
primary sequence level of the target RNA (i.e. base
pairing), but that probe binding signal was also
impacted by the complex folding state of the RNA
target. To investigate the effects of RNA target folding
on BSI response, mfold software was used to predict sec-
ondary structure motifs in the regions complementary to
the probes that would account for the variation in probe
binding. Specifically, the software was used to identify
regions of the RNA target that are predicated to be
open loops, or sequences that would be available to bind
a complementary oligonucleotide probe. Although mfold
cannot predict RNA folding with absolute certainty, with
the exception of two probes tested, we found a positive
correlation between the number of unpaired nucleotides in
the open loop regions of the predicted structure of the
RNA target and the BSI signal produced by the probe
complementary to that sequence (Figure 6). In line with
probe design software for microarray oligonucleotide

sequences (4), probes designed to bind RNA target se-
quences predicted to be single-stranded would result in
the greatest net change in hybridization and produce the
greatest change in BSI signal. Probes RSVN(264–285) and
RSVN(308–329), however, produced a much higher signal
that does not appear to fit this model. One possible
explanation for the large signal of these probes,
compared to the other probes, is that tertiary structure
rearrangements or allosteric changes in the RNA target
may be occurring upon probe binding. We have
observed similar binding-order related signal enhance-
ments in other systems, particularly with thrombin
binding aptamers (12). These observations cannot be
fully explained due to limitations in the current model,
but are under investigation.

Enhanced BSI sensitivity using LNA probes

With some knowledge of the probe length and spacing
parameters that yield good signal in BSI for optimized
hybridization, we explored LNAs, a category of oligo-
nucleotides with unique structure and binding character-
istics. LNA oligonucleotides have much greater binding
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for the extracted samples correlate with the BSI fringe shift values (R2=0.92).
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affinities for their targets when compared to DNA or
RNA of similar length and sequence (19). The first LNA
probe we used, RSV(242–263)L, was the same sequence
and length as the 22-mer DNA probe used in our initial
experiments, except that every third nucleotide in the
sequence contains a methylene group bridging the
20 oxygen and the 40 carbon of the ribose ring, ‘locking’
the sugar into the 30-endo conformation. With these simple
structural modifications, a 4-fold improvement in sensitiv-
ity was achieved over the DNA probes, resulting in a LOD
of 2.15 nM of target RNA (Figure 7A and Table 1). Using
a mixture of four distributed LNA probes, identical in
sequence and length to the four distributed DNA
probes, a LOD of 1.05 nM target RNA was achieved.
These results compare favorably to the 1.5-fold improve-
ment in LOD observed when increasing the number of
DNA probes from one to four (Table 1). Interestingly,
this improvement in signal and sensitivity was not
attributed to an increase in the net hybridization of the
probe to the RNA target. Although the increased affinity
of LNA for the RNA target would generally shift the
binding equilibrium toward the bound state, both LNA
and DNA probes hybridize to approximately the same
number of RNA targets (Figure 7B). This result is likely
because the LNA and DNA probes are added to the RNA
target in such excess that, despite the increased affinity of
LNA for the target RNA, the total number of LNA and
DNA probes bound to the RNA target was nearly equiva-
lent. Because there is not a significant increase in net
hybridization when using LNA probes, we concluded
that hybridization alone did not account for the 4-fold
improvement in BSI signal using the LNA probe.

Therefore, we explored the possibility that the improve-
ment in sensitivity was the result of the unique structural
characteristics of LNA:RNA hybrid.

Induced A-form secondary structure improves
BSI sensitivity

It has been established that LNA:RNA hybrids primarily
form A-form secondary helical structures, whereas
DNA:RNA hybrids consist of a mixture of A-form and
B-form character (20). Since the net hybridization
measured for DNA versus LNA probes binding the
RNA target was approximately equivalent but the BSI
signal of the LNA probes was significantly greater than
that of the DNA probes (Figure 7A and B, respectively),
we hypothesized that the induced A-form helical character
of the LNA:RNA hybrid was responsible for the greater
RI change upon formation compared to the DNA:RNA
hybridization. Accordingly, we evaluated nucleic acid
hybrids of the same length and sequence that exhibit a
range of secondary structures using CD and BSI. To
reduce the background noise from the unbound regions
of the �1300 RNA target, the RNA and DNA comple-
ments used in these studies are the same length as the
LNA and DNA probes (22 nt). Based on the CD
spectra, we verified that the LNA:RNA hybrid resulted
in a characteristic A-form secondary structure, the
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DNA:RNA hybrid resulted in a secondary structure
consisting of a mixture of A- and B-form, and the
DNA:DNA duplex resulted in a characteristic B-form sec-
ondary structure (Figure 8A). These same hybrids were
then evaluated using BSI. The LNA:RNA interaction
produced the largest RI shift (1.53� 10�2 rad/nM),
followed by the DNA:RNA interaction
(5.48� 10�3 rad/nM), and the DNA:DNA interaction
produced the smallest RI shift (3.75� 10�3 rad/nM)
(Figure 8B). These data indicate that the BSI signal or
slope reflects the extent to which the hybridized product
displays A-form secondary structure. These observations
are consistent with the hypothesis that BSI signal can be
maximized using oligonucleotide probes that induce the
greatest net change in the nucleic acid secondary structure.
To further validate that the formation of A-form

secondary structure is responsible for the observed
increase in BSI signal, as opposed to the differences in
the primary structures of the nucleotide subunits, we
performed BSI measurements on a DNA:DNA duplex
matching the sequence of the RSVN(242–263) probe at
various stages of a TFE-induced B-form to A-form tran-
sition. Incubation with high concentrations of TFE is a
well-established method for converting B-form secondary
structure in DNA:DNA duplexes to A-form (21,22). TFE
was titrated into a solution containing a DNA:DNA
duplex and the secondary structure transition was con-
firmed by CD analysis (Figure 9A). BSI signal magnitude

increased as the DNA:DNA duplex adopted a more
A-form character as monitored by the ellipticity at
270 nm. These data validate the BSI signal enhancing
effect of induced alterations to the helical geometry of
the nucleic acid hybrid (Figure 9B).

DISCUSSION

In this study, we have demonstrated the application of BSI
for the detection of a RSV N gene RNA biomarker in
solution using unlabeled nucleic acid probes. These
studies have shown that induced secondary structure for-
mation is a major contributing factor to signal generation
for detecting RNA with oligonucleotide probes by BSI.
Several factors are important in obtaining a maximum
signal to noise ratio. The number of binding events are
an important factor, yet as we have previously shown with
protein binding systems (9), the nature of the binding
event (i.e. the resulting structure) also plays a critical
role in BSI signal magnitude. The first and most obvious
source of secondary structure formation is the net helical
duplex formation that occurs when a nucleic acid probe
hybridizes to the RNA target.

We found that the sensitivity of the assay is greatest
when multiple, short probes are employed, distributed
along the length of the RNA target (Figure 3 and Table
1), which results in the maximum number of binding
events (Figure 3C). In comparison to a single 22-mer
DNA probe which detects RNA target concentration at
a sensitivity of 4.4� 10�4 radians/nM (LOD=3.73 nM);
four DNA probes produce a 5.7-fold increase in sensitiv-
ity, or 2.50� 10�3 radians/nM (LOD=2.54 nM); and
nine DNA probes produce a 14.3-fold increase in sensitiv-
ity, or 6.27� 10�3 radians/nM (LOD=624 pM) (Table
1). As one would expect, the increase in signal is directly
proportional to the number of probes available to bind the
RNA target.

Experiments aimed at studying the effects of probe
length demonstrated that BSI signal magnitude was
greatest using a probe length of 22 nt (Figure 2).
Interestingly, though they contain the same number of
base pairs, four contiguous 22-mer probes yield an appre-
ciably larger signal than a single 88-mer probe. We postu-
late that steric hindrance resulting from the native structure
of the�1300 nt RNA target prevents the longer probe from
binding as effectively as the four shorter probes.
Additionally, in a multi-probe assay, it may be the case
that some probes bind at a higher kinetic rate than
others, altering the conformation of the target RNA and
thus creating more favorable binding conditions for subse-
quent probes.We also found that while four short, adjacent
probes create more binding signal than a single long probe,
sensitivity is improved even further by distributing the
probes along the length of the target. This may be explained
by the potential for probes that target sequences immedi-
ately adjacent to prevent the other probes from binding
because of the induced secondary structure and rigidity of
the probe-bound sequences.

BSI was also effective in detecting the synthetic �1300
RNA target from total RNA extracted from surrogate
nasal wash samples of increasing background complexity
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(Figure 5B and C), demonstrating the specificity of BSI for
detecting target RNA, as the target only made up a
portion of the total RNA extracted from the sample. In
contrast, when using unextracted samples, BSI signal di-
minished with increasing background cell lysate concen-
tration. We hypothesize that the complex bimolecular
content present in unextracted cell lysate samples has a
signal-suppressing effect on BSI as a result of aggregate
non-specific interactions. These results demonstrate the
potential for BSI to be used as a diagnostic tool for
quantifying specific RNA biomarker sequences that have
been extracted from complex samples. Despite the suc-
cessful detection of a specific RNA target from a back-
ground of total RNA extract, BSI displayed moderate
specificity using a series of mismatched RNA targets
(Figure 5A). As the focus of this initial work has been
centered on improving the sensitivity of BSI, there are
many factors for optimization of specificity to be
examined in future work.

It was determined that individual probes of similar nu-
cleotide content and length did not produce a similar level
of BSI signal. We found that the discrepancy in BSI signal
produced from the various probe sequences can be par-
tially explained with RNA folding predictions of the RNA
target. For most RNA sequences, secondary structures are
significantly more stable than tertiary structures and are
more likely to contribute to the native structure of the
RNA target (23). Therefore, only the secondary struc-
ture of the RNA target was evaluated in these studies.
Using mfold software to predict the folding state of the
RNA target, we found that probes targeting sequences
predicted to have mostly unpaired nucleotides (i.e. open
loops) generally produced more signal than probes target-
ing sequences predicted to be mostly double stranded.
Two probes, however, produced exceptionally high
signal compared to probes targeting regions of similar
predicted secondary structure. Alterations in the tertiary
structure of the RNA target induced by probe binding
may explain the comparatively large signal changes
produced by these probes. Future studies will be aimed
at investigating the role of tertiary structure in BSI
signal generation.

It was also found that the integration of ‘locked’
nucleotides into the DNA probe nearly quadruples the
sensitivity of BSI (Figure 7 and Table 1). LNA has been
widely used for nucleic acid probing applications (24–26).
It has been reported that LNA has exceptional binding
affinity for complementary RNA or DNA targets while
maintaining or even improving sequence specificity (19).
Because BSI detects changes in the RI that are induced by
the binding of two molecules, the signal enhancement
produced by LNA oligonucleotides could potentially
have thermodynamic, structural and/or solvation explan-
ations. Perhaps the most important characteristic of LNA
oligonucleotides is the high thermal stability when
duplexed with RNA. Melt temperatures of LNA:RNA
hybrids can increase by �5�C per locked nucleotide
incorporated into the sequence (24). Because of this high
affinity for RNA, a higher proportion of LNA oligo-
nucleotides should bind complementary targets
compared to DNA of identical sequence and length.

However, the amount of DNA and LNA probe used in
these studies is in great excess relative to the number of
available targets, which is intended to drive binding
toward probe saturation. The hybridization studies con-
firmed that the relative amount of bound LNA probes
is nearly the same as DNA probes at equilibrium
(Figure 7B), indicating that the thermodynamic explan-
ation is probably not the greatest contributor to the BSI
signal enhancement.
The RI of a solution can also change when solutes

undergo changes in structural conformation. When
binding RNA, a single LNA nucleotide can perturb the
surrounding DNA nucleotides to adopt the C30-endo con-
formation. Consequently, LNA:RNA hybrids form
homogeneous A-form helical secondary structures,
whereas DNA:RNA hybrids generally form a heteroge-
neous mix of both A-form and B-form (20). Our second-
ary structural analysis of the nucleic acid hybrids using
CD confirmed that the LNA:RNA hybrids formed
A-form helical structure, whereas the DNA:RNA hybrid
forms a mixture of A-form and B-form helical structures
(Figure 8A). As another point of reference, we studied a
DNA:DNA duplex with distinct B-form character as con-
firmed by CD. The increased sensitivity of BSI for detect-
ing A-form hybrids, compared to the A-form and B-form
mixed hybrid or the B-form duplex, indicates a structural
basis for RI perturbation (Figure 8B). This was further
validated through the measurements conducted on the
TFE-induced A-form character of the DNA:DNA
duplex, which resulted in increased BSI signal (Figure 9).
In addition to structural changes, the exchange of the

water molecules that hydrate the soluble molecules
upon binding is thought to influence the RI, which
would have direct implications for BSI signal generation.
It has been predicted based on NMR structure measure-
ments of LNA:RNA hybrids that the number of water
molecules interacting with the minor groove may
be increased compared to DNA:RNA hybrids (27).
The structure of an A-form hybrid may produce a larger
BSI signal than B-form due to this exchange of waters
of hydration from the solvent to the molecules, accounting
in part for the improved BSI sensitivity when using
the LNA probe. Continued efforts are aimed at identifying
the role of waters of hydration on the shift of RI that
occurs when an oligonucleotide probe hybridizes to an
RNA target.
The results of these studies outline a set of optimal char-

acteristics of nucleic acid probes for BSI detection of a
viral RNA biomarker. It was determined that multiple
nucleic acid probes, 22 nt in length, designed to target
regions distributed across the RNA target resulted in the
greatest BSI signal. These studies also indicate that the
folding of the RNA target as well as the formation of
the secondary structure geometry contributes substantially
to BSI sensitivity for RNA detection. There is evidence
that mfold software can be used to identify regions of
unpaired nucleotides in RNA targets that are likely to
produce high signal upon binding. Additional studies
aimed at determining tertiary structure contributors to
signal enhancement along with the secondary structure
predictions of mfold could be useful for the rational
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design of oligonucleotide probes for BSI detection.
Additionally, it was determined that the induction of
altered helical geometry of nucleic acids upon probe
binding significantly improves BSI signal. We found that
this can be achieved using LNA probes or a high back-
ground concentration of TFE, which promote formation
of A-form structure in nucleic acids. Future work will
focus on strategies to further enhance BSI sensitivity and
specificity for RNA biomarkers, which could pave the way
for a clinically relevant BSI assay for the detection of viral
RNA in patient samples.
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